proposed recently by Josang, Daniel and Vannoorenberghe, called Proportional Conflict Redistribution rule (denoted PCR1 
Introduction
Due to the fact that Dempster's rule is not mathematically defined for conflict 1 or gives counter-intuitive results for high conflict (see Zadeh's example [22] , Dezert-Smarandache-Khoshnevisan's examples [11] ), we looked for another rule, similar to Dempster's, easy to implement due to its simple formula, and working in any case no matter the conflict. We present this PCR1 rule of combination, which is an alternative of WAO for non-degenerate cases, in many examples comparing it with other existing rules mainly: Smets', Yager's, Dubois-Prade's, DSm hybride rule, Murphy's, and of course Dempster's. PCR1 rule is commutative, but not associative nor Markovian (it is however quasi-associative and quasi-Markovian). More versions of PCR rules are proposed in a companion paper [12] to overcome the limitations of PCR1 presented in the sequel.
Existing rules for combining evidence
We briefly present here the main rules proposed in the literature for combining/aggregating several independent and equireliable sources of evidence expressing their belief on a given finite set of exhaustive and exclusive hypotheses (Shafer's model). We assume the reader familiar with the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [10] and the recent theory of plausible and paradoxical reasoning (DSmT) [11] . A detailed presentation of these rules can be found in [11] and [9] . In the sequel, we consider the Shafer's model as the valid model for the fusion problem under consideration, unless specified.
Let Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ n } be the frame of discernment of the fusion problem under consideration having n exhaustive and exclusive elementary hypotheses θ i . The set of all subsets of Θ is called the power set of Θ and is denoted 2 Θ . Within Shafer's model, a basic belief assignment (bba) m(.) : 2 Θ → [0, 1] associated to a given body of evidence B is defined by [10] m(∅) = 0 and
The belief (credibility) and plausibility functions of X ⊆ Θ are defined as
Pl(X) =
whereX denotes the complement of X in Θ.
The belief functions m(.), Bel(.) and Pl(.) are in one-to-one correspondence. The set of elements X ∈ 2 Θ having a positive basic belief assignment is called the core/kernel of the source of evidence under consideration.
The main problem is now how to combine several belief assignments provided by a set of independent sources of evidence. This problem is fundamental to pool correctly uncertain and imprecise information and help the decisionmaking. Unfortunately, no clear/unique and satisfactory answer to this problem exists since there is potentially an infinite number of possible rules of combination [5, 7, 9] . Our contribution here is to propose an alternative to existing rules which is very easy to implement and have a legitimate behavior (not necessary the optimal one -if such optimality exists ...) for practical applications.
The Dempster's rule
The Dempster's rule of combination is the most widely used rule of combination so far in many expert systems based on belief functions since historically it was proposed in the seminal book of Shafer in [10] . This rule, although presenting interesting advantages (mainly the commutativity and associativity properties) fails however to provide coherent results due to the normalization procedure it involves. Discussions on the justification of the Dempster's rule and its well-known limitations can be found by example in [21, 22, 23, 17] . The Dempster's rule is defined as follows: let Bel 1 (.) and Bel 2 (.) be two belief functions provided by two independent equally reliable sources of evidence B 1 and B 2 over the same frame Θ with corresponding belief assignments m 1 (.) and m 2 (.). 
m(.) is a proper basic belief assignment if and only if the denominator in equation (4) is non-zero. The degree of conflict between the sources B 1 and B 2 is defined by
• Step 2: This step consists in the reallocation (convex combination) of the conflicting masses on (X = ∅) ⊆ Θ with some given coefficients w m (X) 
This WO can be easily generalized for the combination of N ≥ 2 independent and equi-reliable sources of information as well for step 2 by substituting k 12 by
and for step 2 by deriving for all (X = ∅) ∈ 2 Θ the mass m(X) by
The particular choice of the set of coefficients w m (.) provides a particular rule of combination. Actually this nice and important general formulation shows there exists an infinite number of possible rules of combination. Some rules are then justified or criticized with respect to the other ones mainly on their ability to, or not to, preserve the associativity and commutativity properties of the combination. It can be easily shown in [7] that such general procedure provides all existing rules involving conjunctive consensus developed in the literature based on Shafer's model. We will show later how the PCR1 rule of combination can also be expressed as a special case of the WO.
The weighted average operator (WAO)
This operator has been recently proposed by Josang, Daniel and Vannoorenberghe in [6] . It is a particular case of WO where the weighting coefficients w m (A) are chosen as follows: w m (∅) = 0 and ∀A ∈ 2 Θ \ {∅},
where N is the number of independent sources to combine.
The hybrid DSm rule
The hybrid DSm rule of combination is a new powerful rule of combination emerged from the recent theory of plausible and paradoxist reasoning developed by Dezert and Smarandache, known as DSmT in literature. The foundations of DSmT are different from the DST foundations and DSmT covers potentially a wider class of applications than DST especially for dealing with highly conflicting static or dynamic fusion problems. Due to space limitations, we will not go further into a detailed presentation of DSmT here. A deep presentation of DSmT can be found in [11] . The DSmT deals properly with the granularity of information and intrinsic vague/fuzzy nature of elements of the frame Θ to manipulate. The basic idea of DSmT is to define belief assignments on hyper-power set D Θ (i.e. free Dedekind's lattice) and to integrate all integrity constraints (exclusivity and/or non-existential constraints) of the model, say M(Θ), fitting with the problem into the rule of combination. This rule, known as hybrid DSm rule works for any model (including the Shafer's model) and for any level of conflicting information. Mathematically, the hybrid DSm rule of combination of N independent sources of evidence is defined as follows (see chap. 4 in [11] 
where φ(X) is the characteristic non-emptiness function of a set X, i.e. φ(X) = 1 if X / ∈ ∅ and φ(X) = 0 otherwise, where ∅ {∅ M , ∅}. ∅ M is the set of all elements of D Θ which have been forced to be empty through the constraints of the model M and ∅ is the classical/universal empty set. S 1 (X), S 2 (X) and S 3 (X) are defined by
with U u(X 1 ) ∪ u(X 2 ) ∪ . . . ∪ u(X N ) where u(X i ), i = 1, . . . , N , is the union of all singletons θ k , k ∈ {1, . . . , |Θ|}, that compose X i and I t θ 1 ∪ θ 2 ∪ . . . ∪ θ n is the total ignorance. S 1 (X) corresponds to the conjunctive consensus on free Dedekind's lattice for N independent sources; S 2 (X) represents the mass of all relatively and absolutely empty sets which is transferred to the total or relative ignorances; S 3 (X) transfers the sum of relatively empty sets to the non-empty sets.
In the case of a dynamic fusion problem, when all elements become empty because one gets new evidence on integrity constraints (which corresponds to a specific hybrid model M), then the conflicting mass is transferred to the total ignorance, which also turns to be empty, therefore the empty set gets now mass which means open-world, i.e, new hypotheses might be in the frame of discernment. For example, Let's consider the frame Θ = {A, B} with the 2 following bbas m 1 (A) = 0. The hybrid DSm rule of combination is not equivalent to Dempter's rule even working on the Shafer's model. DSmT is actually a natural extension of the DST. An extension of this rule for the combination of imprecise generalized (or eventually classical) basic belief functions is possible and is presented in [11] .
3 The PCR1 combination rule
The PCR1 rule for 2 sources
Let Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 } be the frame of discernment and its hyper-power set
Two basic belief assignments / masses m 1 (.) and m 2 (.) are defined over this hyper-power set. We assume that m 1 (.) and m 2 (.) are normalized belief masses following definition given by (1) . The PCR1 combination rule consists in two steps: 
and
This step coincides with the Smets' rule of combination when accepting the open-world assumption. In the Smets' open-world TBM framework [13] , k 12 is interpreted as the mass m(∅) committed to the empty set. ∅ corresponds then to all missing unknown hypotheses and the absolute impossible event.
• Step 2 (normalization): Distribution of the conflicting mass k 12 onto m ∩ (X) proportionally with the non-zero sums of their corresponding columns of non-empty sets of the effective mass matrix M 12 [m ij ] (index 12 denotes the list of sources entering into the mass matrix). If all sets are empty, then the conflicting mass is redistributed to the disjunctive form of all these empty sets (which is many cases coincides with the total ignorance).
More precisely, the original mass matrix M 12 is a (N = 2) × (2 |Θ| − 1) matrix constructed by stacking the row vectors
associated with the beliefs assignments m 1 (.) and m 2 (.). For convenience and by convention, the row index i follows the index of sources and the index j for columns follows the enumeration of elements of power set 2 Θ (excluding the empty set because by definition its committed mass is zero). Any permutation of rows and columns can be arbitrarily chosen as well and it doesn't not make any difference in the PCR1 fusion result. Thus, one has for the 2 sources and 2D fusion problem:
We denote by c 12 (X) the sum of the elements of the column of the mass matrix associated with element X of the power set, i.e
The conflicting mass k 12 is distributed proportionally with all non-zero coefficients c 12 (X). For elements X ∈ D Θ with zero coefficients c 12 (X), no conflicting mass will be distributed to them. Let's note by w(θ 1 ), w(θ 2 ) and w(θ 1 ∪θ 2 ) the part of the conflicting mass that is respectively distributed to θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 1 ∪θ 2 (assuming c 12 (
because
Hence the proportionalized conflicting masses to transfer are given by
which are added respectively to m ∩ (θ 1 ), m ∩ (θ 2 ) and m ∩ (θ 1 ∪ θ 2 ).
Therefore, the general formula for the PCR1 rule for 2 sources, for |Θ| ≥ 2, is given by m P CR1 (∅) = 0 and for
where k 12 is the total conflicting mass and c 12 (X) i=1,2 m i (X) = 0, i.e. the non-zero sum of the column of the mass matrix M 12 corresponding to the element X, and d 12 is the sum of all non-zero column sums of all non-empty sets (in many cases d 12 = 2 but in some degenerate cases it can be less).
In the degenerate case when all column sums of all non-empty sets are zero, then the conflicting mass is transferred to the non-empty disjunctive form of all sets involved in the conflict together. But if this disjunctive form happens to be empty, then one considers an open world (i.e. the frame of discernment might contain new hypotheses) and thus all conflicting mass is transferred to the empty set.
As seen, the PCR1 combination rule works for any degree of conflict k 12 ∈ [0, 1], while Dempster's rule does not work for k 12 = 1 and gives counter-intuitive results for most of high conflicting fusion problems.
Generalization for N ≥ 2 sources
The previous PCR1 rule of combination for two sources (N = 2) can be directly and easily extended for the multi-source case (N ≥ 2) as well. The general formula of the PCR1 rule is thus given by m P CR1 (∅) = 0 and for
where k 12...N is the total conflicting mass between all the N sources which is given by
and c 12. Similarly for N sources, in the degenerate case when all column sums of all non-empty sets are zero, then the conflicting mass is transferred to the non-empty disjunctive form of all sets involved in the conflict together. But if this disjunctive form happens to be empty, then one considers an open world (i.e. the frame of discernment might contain new hypotheses) and thus all conflicting mass is transferred to the empty set.
The PCR1 rule can be seen as a cheapest, easiest implementable approximated version of the sophisticated MinC combination rule proposed by Daniel in [1] and [11] (chap. 10). Note also that the PCR1 rule works in the DSmT framework and can serve as a cheap alternative to the more sophisticated and specific DSm hybrid rule but preferentially when none of sources is totally ignorant (see discussion in section 3.6). One applies the DSm classic rule [11] (i.e. the conjunctive consensus on D Θ ), afterwards one identifies the model and its integrity constraints and one eventually employs the PCR1 rule instead of DSm hybrid rule (depending of the dimension of the problem to solve, the number of sources involved and the computing resources available). PCR1 can be used on the power set 2 Θ and within the DS Theory.
The PCR1 combination rule is commutative but not associative. It converges towards Murphy's rule (arithmetic mean of masses) when the conflict is approaching 1, and it converges towards the conjunctive consensus rule when the conflict is approaching 0.
Implementation of the PCR1 rule
For practical use and implementation of the PCR1 combination rule, it is important to save memory space and avoid useless computation as best as possible and especially when dealing with many sources and for frames of high dimension. To achieve this, it's important to note that since all zero-columns of the mass matrix do not play a role in the normalization, all zero-columns (if any) of the original mass matrix can be removed to compress the matrix horizontally (this can be easily done using MatLab programming language) to get an effective mass matrix of smaller dimension for computation the set of proportionalized conflicting masses to transfer. The list of elements of power set corresponding to non-empty colums must be maintained in parallel to this compression for implementation purpose. By example, let's assume |Θ| = 2 and only 2 sources providing m 1 (θ 2 ) = m 2 (θ 2 ) = 0 and all other masses are positive, then the effective mass matrix will become
with now the following correspondance for column indexes:
The computation the set of proportionalized conflicting masses to transfer will be done using the PCR1 general formula directly from this previous effective mass matrix rather than from
PCR1 rule as a special case of WO
The PCR1 rule can be easily expressed as a special case of the WO (8) for the combination of two sources by choosing as weighting coefficients for each X ∈ 2 Θ \ {∅},
For the combination of N ≥ 2 independent and equi-reliable sources, the weighting coefficients will be given by
Advantages of the PCR1 rule
• the PCR1 rule works in any cases, no matter what the conflict is (it may be 1 or less); Zadeh's example, examples with k 12 = 1 or k 12 = 0.99, etc. All work;
• the implementation of PCR1 rule is very easy and thus presents a great interest for engineers who look for a cheap and an easy alternative fusion rule to existing rules;
• the PCR1 formula is simple (it is not necessary to go by proportionalization each time when fusionning);
• the PCR1 rule works quite well with respect to some other rules since the specificity of information is preserved (i.e no mass is transferred onto partial or total ignorances, neither onto the empty set as in TBM);
• the PCR1 rule reflects the majority rule;
• the PCR1 rule is convergent towards idempotence for problems with no unions or intersections of sets (we know that, in fact, no combination rule is idempotent, except Murphy elementary fusion mean rule);
• the PCR1 rule is similar to the classical Dempster-Shafer's rule instead of proportionalizing with respect to the results of the conjunctive rule as is done in Dempster's, we proportionalize with respect to the non-zero sum of the columns masses, the only difference is that in the DS combination rule one eliminates the denominator (which caused problems when the degree of conflict is 1 or close to 1); PCR1 on the power set and for non-degenerate cases gives the same results as WAO [6] ; yet, for the storage proposal in a dynamic fusion when the associativity is needed, for PCR1 is needed to store only the last sum of masses, besides the previous conjunctive rules result, while in WAO it is in addition needed to store the number of the steps and both rules become quasi-associative;
• the normalization, done proportionally with the corresponding non-zero sum of elements of the mass matrix, is natural -because the more mass is assigned to an hypothesis by the sources the more mass that hypothesis deserves to get after the fusion.
Disadvantages of the PCR1 rule
• the PCR1 rule requires normalization/proportionalization, but the majority of rules do; rules which do not require normalization loose information through the transfer of conflicting mass to partial and/or total ignorances or to the empty set.
• the results of PCR1 combination rule do not bring into consideration any new set: formed by unions (uncertainties); or intersections (consensus between some hypotheses); yet, in the DSmT framework the intersections show up through the hyper-power set.
• the severe drawback of PCR1 and WAO rules is that they do not preserve the neutrality property of the vacuous belief assignment m v (.) (defined by m v (Θ) = 1) as one legitimately expects since if one or more bbas m s (.), s ≥ 1, different from the vacuous belief, are combined with the vacuous belief assignment the result is not the same as that of the combination of the bbas only (without including m v (.)), i.e. m v (.) does not act as a neutral element for the fusion combination.
In other words, for s ≥ 1, one gets for
For the cases of the combination of only one non-vacuous belief assignment m 1 (.) with the vacuous belief assignment m v (.) where m 1 (.) has mass asigned to an empty element, say m 1 (∅) > 0 as in Smets' TBM, or as in DSmT dynamic fusion where one finds out that a previous non-empty element A, whose mass m 1 (A) > 0, becomes empty after a certain time, then this mass of an empty set has to be transferred to other elements using PCR1, but for such
Example: Let's have Θ = {A, B} and two bbas 
Thus clearly m P CR1|12v (.) = m P CR1|12 (.) although the third source brings no information in the fusion since it is fully ignorant. This behavior is abnormal and counter-rintuitive. WAO gives the same results in this example, therefore WAO also doesn't satisfy the neutrality property of the vacuous belief assignment for the fusion. That's why we have improved PCR1 to PCR2-4 rules in a companion paper [12] .
Comparison of the PCR1 rule with the WAO

The non degenerate case
Let's compare in this section the PCR1 with the WAO for a very simple 2D general non degenerate case (none of the elements of the power set or hyper-power set of the frame Θ are known to be truly empty but the universal empty set itself) for the combination of 2 sources. Assume that the non degenerate mass matrix M 12 associated with the beliefs assignments m 1 (.) and m 2 (.) is given by
In this very simple case, the total conflict is given by
According to the WAO definition, one gets m W AO (∅) = w m (∅) · k 12 = 0 because by definition w m (∅) = 0. The other weighting coefficients of WAO are given by
Thus, one obtains
It is easy to verify that X∈2 Θ m W AO (X) = 1.
Using the PCR1 formula for 2 sources explicated in section 3.1, one has m P CR1 (∅) = 0 and the weighting coefficients of the PCR1 rule are given by
Therefore, one finally gets:
Therefore for all X in 2 Θ , one has m P CR1 (X) = m W AO (X) if no singletons or unions of singletons are (or become) empty at a given time, otherwise the results are different as seen in the below three examples. This property holds for the combination of N > 2 sources working on a n − D frame (n > 2) Θ as well if no singletons or unions of singletons are (or become) empty at a given time, otherwise the results become different.
The degenerate case
In the dynamic fusion, when one or more singletons or unions of singletons become empty at a certain time t which corresponds to a degenerate case, the WAO does not work. Example 2 (totally degenerate case) : Let's take exactly the same previous example with exclusive hypotheses A, B and C but assume now that at time t one finds out that A, B and C are all truly empty, then k ′ 12 = 1. In this case, the WAO is not able to redistribute the conflict to any element A, B, C or partial/total ignorances because they are empty. But PCR1 transfers the conflicting mass to the ignorance A ∪ B ∪ C, which is the total ignorance herein, but this is also empty, thus the conflicting mass is transferred to the empty set, meaning we have an open world, i.e. new hypotheses might belong to the frame of discernment. which shows that the sum of masses m P CR1 (.) is 1.
Comparison of memory storages
In order to keep the associativity of PCR1 one stores the previous result of combination using the conjunctive rule, and also the sums of mass columns [2 storages]. For the WAO one stores the previous result of combination using the conjunctive rule (as in PCR1), and the mass columns averages (but the second one is not enough in order to compute the next average and that's why one still needs to store the number of masses combined so far) [3 storages]. We need to know how many masses have been combined so far with WAO (while in PCR1 this is not necessary). Therefore n = 5, the number of combined bbas so far, has to be stored too when using WAO in sequential/iterative fusion. Whence, the new average is possible to be computed with WAO :
but contrariwise to WAO, we don't need an extra memory storage for keep in memory n = 5 when using PCR1 to compute 3 m P CR1|123456 (A) from m P CR1|12345 (A) and m 6 (A) which is more interesting since PCR1 reduces the memory storage requirement versus WAO. Indeed, using PCR1 we only store the sum of previous masses: c 12345 (A) = 0.4 + 0.2 + 0.3 + 0.6 + 0.0 = 1.5, and when another bba m 6 (.) with m 6 (A) = 0.4 comes in as a new evidence one only adds it to the previous sum of masses: c 123456 (A) = 1.5 + 0.4 = 1.9 to get the coefficient of proportionalization for the set A.
Some numerical examples
Example 1
Let's consider a general 2D case (i.e. Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 }) including epistemic uncertainties with the two following belief assignments
The conjunctive consensus yields:
with the total conflicting mass k 12 = 0.27.
Applying the proportionalization from the mass matrix 
Example 2
Let's consider the frame of discernment with only two exclusive elements, i.e. Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 } and consider the two following Bayesian belief assignments
The associated (effective) mass matrix will be
The first row of M 12 corresponds to basic belief assignment m 1 (.) and the second row of M 12 corresponds to basic belief assignment m 2 (.). The columns of the mass matrix M 12 correspond to focal elements of m 1 (.) and m 2 (.) and the choice for ordering these elements doesn't matter. any arbitrary choice is possible. In this example the first column of M 12 is associated with θ 1 and the second column with θ 2 .
Fusion with the PCR1 rule
The remaining mass corresponds to the conflict k 12 , i.e. Let w 12 (θ 1 ), w 12 (θ 2 ) be the parts from the conflicting mass to be assigned to m ∩ (θ 1 ) and m ∩ (θ 2 ) respectively. Then: We can directly use the PCR1 formula for computing the mass, instead of doing proportionalizations all the time.
Fusion with the Dempster's rule
Based on the close-world Shafer's model and applying the Dempster's rule of combination, one gets (index DS standing here for Dempster-Shafer)
Fusion with the Smets' rule
Based on the open-world model with TBM interpretation [13] and applying the Smets' rule of combination (i.e. the non-normalized Dempster's rule of combination), one trivially gets (index S standing here for Smets)
Fusion with other rules
While different in their essence, the Yager's rule [18] , Dubois-Prade [3] rule and the hybrid DSm rule [11] of combination provide the same result for this specific 2D example. That is
Example 3 (Zadeh's example)
Let's consider the famous Zadeh's examples [21, 22, 23, 24] with the frame Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 }, two independent sources of evidence corresponding to the following Bayesian belief assignment matrix (where columns 1, 2 and 3 correspond respectively to elements θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 3 and rows 1 and 2 to belief assignments m 1 (.) and m 2 (.) respectively), i.e.
M 12 = 0.9 0 0.1 0 0.9 0.1
In this example, one has
and the conflict between the sources is very high and is given by
Fusion with the PCR1 rule
Using the PCR1 rule of combination, the conflict k 12 = 0.99 is proportionally distributed to 
Fusion with the Dempster's rule
The use of the Dempster's rule of combination yields here to the counter-intuitive result m DS (θ 3 ) = 1. This example is discussed in details in [11] where several other infinite classes of counter-examples to the Dempster's rule are also presented.
Fusion with the Smets' rule
Based on the open-world model with TBM, the Smets' rule of combination gives very little information, i;e. m S (θ 3 ) = 0.01 and m S (∅) = k 12 = 0.99.
Fusion with the Yager's rule
The Yager's rule of combination transfers the conflicting mass k 12 onto the total uncertainty and thus provides little specific information since one gets m Y (θ 3 ) = 0.01 and m Y (θ 1 ∪ θ 2 ∪ θ 3 ) = 0.99.
Fusion with the Dubois & Prade and DSmT rule
In zadeh's example, the hybrid DSm rule and the Dubois-Prade rule give the same result: m(θ 3 ) = 0.01, m(θ 1 ∪ θ 2 ) = 0.81, m(θ 1 ∪ θ 3 ) = 0.09 and m(θ 2 ∪ θ 3 ) = 0.09. This fusion result is more informative/specific than previous rules of combination and is acceptable if one wants to take into account all aggregated partial epistemic uncertainties.
Example 4 (with total conflict)
Let's consider now the 4D case with the frame Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 } and two independent equi-reliable sources of evidence with the following Bayesian belief assignment matrix (where columns 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to elements θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 and θ 4 and rows 1 and 2 to belief assignments m 1 (.) and m 2 (.) respectively) 
Fusion with the PCR1 rule
Using the PCR1 rule of combination, one gets k 12 = 1 and
We distribute the conflict among m ∩ (θ 1 ), m ∩ (θ 2 ), m ∩ (θ 3 ) and m ∩ (θ 4 ) proportionally with their sum of columns, i.e., 0.3, 0.4, 0.7 and 0.6 respectively. Thus: 
In this case the PCR1 combination rule gives the same result as Murphy's arithmetic mean combination rule.
Fusion with the Dempster's rule
In this example, the Dempster's rule can't be applied since the sources are in total contradiction because k 12 = 1.
Dempster's rule is mathematically not defined because of the indeterminate form 0/0.
Fusion with the Smets' rule
Using open-world assumption, the Smets' rule provides no specific information, only m S (∅) = 1.
Fusion with the Yager's rule
The Yager's rule gives no information either:
Fusion with the Dubois & Prade and DSmT rule
The hybrid DSm rule and the Dubois-Prade rule give here the same result:
Example 5 (convergent to idempotence)
Let's consider now the 2D case with the frame of discernment Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 } and two independent equi-reliable sources of evidence with the following Bayesian belief assignment matrix (where columns 1 and 2 correspond to elements θ 1 and θ 2 and rows 1 and 2 to belief assignments m 1 (.) and m 2 (.) respectively)
The conjunctive consensus yields here:
with conflict k 12 = 0.42.
Fusion with the PCR1 rule
Using the PCR1 rule of combination, one gets after distributing the conflict proportionally among m ∩ (θ 1 ) and m ∩ (θ 2 ) with 0. 
Fusion with the Dempster's rule
The Dempster's rule of combination gives here:
m DS (θ 1 ) = 0.844828 and m DS (θ 2 ) = 0.155172
Fusion with the Smets' rule
Based on the open-world model with TBM, the Smets' rule of combination provides here:
Fusion with the other rules
The hybrid DSm rule, the Dubois-Prade rule and the Yager's give here: P CR1 (θ 2 ) = 0.282752 Therefore m P CR1 (θ 1 ) → 0.7 and m P CR1 (θ 2 ) → 0.3. We can prove that the fusion using PCR1 rule converges towards idempotence, i.e. for i = 1, 2 lim
in the 2D simple case with exclusive hypotheses, no unions, neither intersections (i.e. with Bayesian belief assignments).
Let Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 } and the mass matrix
Using the general PCR1 formula, one gets for any A = ∅,
because lim n→∞ a n = lim n→∞ (1 − a) n = 0 when 0 < a < 1; if a = 0 or a = 1 also lim n→∞ m 1...n P CR1 (θ 1 ) = a. We can prove similarly lim n→∞ m
One similarly proves the n-D, n ≥ 2, simple case for Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ n } with exclusive elements when no mass is on unions neither on intersections.
Example 6 (majority opinion)
Let's consider now the 2D case with the frame Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 } and two independent equi-reliable sources of evidence with the following belief assignment matrix (where columns 1 and 2 correspond to elements θ 1 and θ 2 and rows 1 and 2 to belief assignments m 1 (.) and m 2 (.) respectively)
Then after a while, assume that a third independent source of evidence is introduces with belief assignment m 3 (θ 1 ) = 0. 
Example 7 (multiple sources of information)
Let's consider now the 2D case with the frame Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 } and 10 independent equi-reliable sources of evidence with the following Bayesian belief assignment matrix (where columns 1 and 2 correspond to elements θ 1 and θ 2 and rows 1 to 10 to belief assignments m 1 (.) to m 10 (.) respectively) 
Fusion with the PCR1 rule
Using the general PCR1 formula (17), one gets 
Fusion with the Dempster's rule
In this example, the Dempster's rule of combination gives m DS (θ 1 ) = 1 which looks quite surprising and certainly wrong since nine sources indicate m i (θ 1 ) = 0.1 (i = 2, . . . , 10) and only one shows m 1 (θ 1 ) = 1.
Fusion with the Smets' rule
In this example when assuming open-world model, the Smets' rule provide little specific information since one gets
Fusion with the other rules
The hybrid DSm rule, the Dubois-Prade's rule and the Yager's rule give here:
which is less specific than PCR1 result but seems more reasonable and cautious if one introduces/takes into account epistemic uncertainty arising from the conflicting sources if we consider that the majority opinion does not necessary reflect the reality of the solution of a problem. The answer to this philosophical question is left to the reader.
Example 8 (based on hybrid DSm model)
In this last example, we show how the PCR1 rule can be applied on a fusion problem characterized by a hybrid DSm model rather than the Shafer's model and we compare the result of the PCR1 rule with the result obtained from the hybrid DSm rule.
Let's consider a 3D case (i.e. Θ = {θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 2 }) including epistemic uncertainties with the two following belief assignments
We assume here a hybrid DSm model [11] (chap. 4) in which the following integrity constraints hold
The conjunctive consensus rule extended to the hyper-power set D Θ (i.e. the Dedekind's lattice built on Θ with union and intersection operators) becomes now the classic DSm rule and we obtain
One works on hyper-power set (which contains, besides unions, intersections as well), not on power set as in all other theories based on the Shafer's model (because power set contains only unions, not intersections).
The conflicting mass k 12 is thus formed together by the masses of θ 1 ∩ θ 2 and θ 1 ∩ θ 3 and is given by 
Conclusion
In this paper a very simple alternative rule to WAO has been proposed for managing the transfer of epistemic uncertainty in any framework (Dempster-Shafer Theory, Dezert-Smarandache Theory) which overcomes limitations of the Dempster's rule yielding to counter-intuitive results for highly conflicting sources to combine. This rule is interesting both from the implementation standpoint and the coherence of the result if we don't accept the transfer of conflicting mass to partial ignorances. It appears as an interesting compromise between the Dempster's rule of combination and the more complex (but more cautious) hybrid DSm rule of combination. This first and simple Proportional Conflict Redistribution (PCR1) rule of combination works in all cases no matter how big the conflict is between sources, but when some sources become totally ignorant because in such cases, PCR1 (as WAO) does not preserve the neutrality property of the vacuous belief assignment in the combination. PCR1 corresponds to a given choice of proportionality coefficients in the infinite continuum family of possible rules of combination (i.e. weighted operator -WO) involving conjunctive consensus pointed out by Inagaki in 1991 and Lefèvre, Colot and Vannoorenberghe in 2002. The PCR1 on the power set and for nondegenerate cases gives the same results as WAO; yet, for the storage proposal in a dynamic fusion when the associativity is needed, for PCR1 it is needed to store only the last sum of masses, besides the previous conjunctive rules result, while in WAO it is in addition needed to store the number of the steps. PCR1 and WAO rules become quasi-associative. In this work, we extend WAO (which herein gives no solution) for the degenerate case when all column sums of all non-empty sets are zero, and then the conflicting mass is transferred to the non-empty disjunctive form of all non-empty sets together; but if this disjunctive form happens to be empty, then one considers an open world (i.e. the frame of discernment might contain new hypotheses) and thus all conflicting mass is transferred to the empty set. In addition to WAO, we propose a general formula for PCR1 (WAO for non-degenerate cases). Several numerical examples and comparisons with other rules for combination of evidence published in literature have been presented too. Another distinction between these alternative rules is that WAO is defined on the power set 2 Θ , while PCR1 is on the hyper-power set D Θ . PCR1 and WAO are particular cases of the WO. In PCR1, the proportionalization is done for each non-empty set with respect to the non-zero sum of its corresponding mass matrix -instead of its mass column average as in WAO, but the results are the same as Ph. Smets has pointed out in non degenerate cases. In this paper, one has also proved that a nice feature of PCR1, is that it works in all cases; i.e. not only on non-degenerate cases but also on degenerate cases as well (degenerate cases might appear in dynamic fusion problems), while the WAO does not work in these cases since it gives the sum of masses less than 1. WAO and PCR1 provide both however a counter-intuitive result when one or several sources become totally ignorant that why improved versions of PCR1 have been developed in a companion paper.
